Health Education and Leadership Series (H.E.A.L): Diabetes and The Black Community

UC Davis Assistant adjunct professor Dr. Price discusses her most recent work in examining gut bacteria profiles in Black and white women from the National Health and Growth Study. This study addresses gaps of inclusion in microbiome research and suggests an impact of our social environment on our health from the inside out. The excitement and wealth of information shared within this article within the UC Davis Insider (Gut bacteria differences between Black and white women linked to insulin sensitivity (ucdavis.edu) built up interest and motivated us to invite Dr. Candice Price to have a brief discussion. Stay tuned and join us for an exciting conversation!

Register in advance for this meeting: https://ucdavishealth.zoom.us/meeting/register/tJYodeqgqjwoHNRBtBRK_-JeANNLZIApeEHTz

After registering, you will receive a confirmation email containing information about joining the meeting.